“The services offering has been great. It has exceeded
expectations. It really comes down to the people and being
willing to support and provide advice.”
Adrian Xuereb, Associate Director – Strategic Capital Management, Finance Services, Victoria University

When Victoria University changed
banks, it was critical that the new
bank systems could be integrated
with the major receipting platform of
the tertiary sector.
After being with one main transaction bank for
decades, Victoria University was keen to test
the market. It wanted to ensure it was receiving
optimal value for money, process efficiencies,
technological innovation and customer service.
Adrian Xuereb, Associate Director – Strategic
Capital Management, Finance Services at
Victoria University, said it put several products
and services – transaction banking, credit cards,
treasury, cash flow management and foreign
currency banking – out to tender at the same
time. “We hoped to get one provider who could
do it all and get better value for money and
better service,” Adrian explains.

Connection with external receipting
platform was key
Victoria University has a receipting system that
many other Australian universities use. It gives
Victoria University’s 45,000 students, their
parents, staff and other stakeholders a reliable
and secure payment experience, online or in
person.
Adrian says “ensuring that Commonwealth
Bank could readily integrate and work with
the platform without losing functionality was
important.”
“The biggest risk was moving to the BPOINT
payment gateway,” says Adrian. “Our fears were
alleviated by the fact it had been tested and
done at another University.”
Managing risk
The University’s rigorous tender process
scrutinised the four banks’ project management
capabilities. Victoria University evaluated each

bank’s project management timeline and
methodology. It also wanted to understand what
resources would be tied up during the transition
and implementation phases, as well as all
other areas of potential failure. As part of the
evaluation process, the university performed a
risk assessment to identify its potential risks and
put in place appropriate mitigating actions.
In total, Victoria University asked the short-listed
banks around 100 questions. Each question
was weighted by importance. “Being in the
public sector, the whole issue of probity was
very important so we had a probity advisor
overseeing the process,” Adrian says.
Immediate benefits…
Through introducing competition, Victoria
University is enjoying higher credit interest rates
and lower fees, as well as time-savings and
process efficiencies.

…more to come…
Having locked in the quick wins, Victoria
University is looking for further improvements
and efficiencies.
“We were pleasantly surprised by the products,
services and technological innovations on
offer,” says Adrian. “We could see how these
would improve efficiency and our processes,
such as eLockbox, the Albert EFTPOS terminals,
treasury management, prepaid cards and more
transparent invoicing and billing.”
Eventually it envisages students at its numerous
campuses in Melbourne’s West and CBD and
its international campus in Sydney making
payments on campus with their student cards or
via an app on their SmartPhones. Meanwhile it
is exploring if ‘virtual’ cards could make paying
suppliers more efficient.

For example, staff no longer spend considerable
time cash forecasting and moving money
between accounts to maximise interest. The
University’s account structure pays a high
interest rate on the overall balance of pooled
funds.
Additionally, the University’s new ‘off-system
BSB’ brings efficiencies to student payment
reconciliations. Each invoice has a number
corresponding with the student’s account
number. Adrian estimates these process
efficiencies free up the equivalent of half to one
full-time employee.
The improved service offering includes
quarterly meetings. Service is discussed, as
well as statistics on payables and receivables to
identify opportunities for improvement. “That is
something we didn’t have before,” Adrian says.
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